
GENUINE SERIES

   treme protection

for har  working

Hino trucks
Ancient Samurai warriors were highly tuned beyond ordinary endurance. 
Their skills were the result of training to punishing extremes. It’s this same 
dedication that we have employed to build our trucks. Culminating in 
decades of experience, constantly developing new technology and testing 
them to the     treme.

Because we know our diesel engines, transmissions and drivelines, we know 
what needs to go into the lubricants that will give them the     treme 
protection they need to cope with Australia’s     treme operating conditions.
Protection that ma    imises each component’s performance, durability,
and a longer, productive life. After all, you bought your Hino to work hard,
day after day, year after year, with as little trouble as possible.

Genuine lubricants – your peace of mind
When you use Hino Genuine Series oils, you’re guaranteed they’re Hino 
approved for peace of mind. The advanced formulations of our diesel
engine oils, transmission and driveline lubricants are specially tuned to
Hino’s latest technology. They’re designed to reduce wear, provide
excellent oxidation stability, reduce oil consumption and ensure e   ceptional 
component cleanliness.

Whilst Hino Genuine Series oils are blended to the latest Hino technologies, 
the superior formulation will provide even greater protection and enhanced 
performance for older vehicles. This simply means your Hino will enjoy a 
longer, more productive life – adding to your operating profitability with less 
maintenance or early vehicle replacement cost.

Hino Diesel     Plus
Hino Diesel X Plus is a low ash SAE 15W-40 multigrade, JASO 
DH-2 approved diesel engine oil specially formulated to meet 
the needs of all Hino diesel engines, including vehicles fitted 
with Diesel Particulate Filters and Diesel Particulate Diffusers 
(DPF/DPD).

Features and Benefits:
• Unique additives tuned to Hino technology to give the highest levels
   of performance.
• Excellent engine cleanliness and wear control to help reduce
   maintenance costs and minimise downtime.
• Improved bore polish
  control to maximise engine
  life and give good oil
   consumption control.

Specifications:
•  SAE 15W-40
•  JASO DH-2

Hino Diesel
Hino Diesel X is a high ash SAE 15W-40 multigrade, JASO 
DH-1 approved diesel engine oil specially formulated to
meet the needs of older Hino diesel engines. Not suitable
for vehicles equipped with DPF/DPD.

Features and Benefits:
• Specially formulated to meet Hino requirements. 
• Good engine cleanliness and excellent wear control to reduce
   maintenance costs and minimise costly downtime.
• Superior additives keep viscosity stable to maintain optimum
   oil pressure even in arduous
   stop-start city driving.

Specifications:
•  SAE 15W-40
•  JASO DH-1

Peace of min   is knowing you 

have     treme protection 

against component wear for 

your Hino’s   iesel engine, 

transmission an     riveline.
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